kmindex and ORA: indexing and real-time user-friendly queries in terabyte-sized complex genomic datasets
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ABSTRACT

Despite their wealth of biological information, public sequencing databases are largely underutilized. One cannot efficiently search for a sequence of interest in these immense resources. Sophisticated computational methods such as approximate membership query data structures allow searching for fixed-length words (k-mers) in large datasets. Yet they face scalability challenges when applied to thousands of complex sequencing experiments. In this context we propose kmindex, a new approach that uses inverted indexes based on Bloom filters. Thanks to its algorithmic choices and its fine-tuned implementation, kmindex offers the possibility to index thousands of highly complex metagenomes into an index that answers sequences queries in the tenth of a second. Index construction is one order of magnitude faster than previous approaches, and query time is two orders of magnitude faster. Based on Bloom filters, kmindex achieves negligible false positive rates, below 0.01% on average. Its average false positive rate is four orders of magnitude lower than existing approaches, for similar index sizes. It has been successfully used to index 1,393 complex marine seawater metagenome samples of raw sequences from the Tara Oceans project, demonstrating its effectiveness on large and complex datasets. This level of scaling was previously unattainable. Building on the kmindex results, we provide a public web server named “Ocean Read Atlas” (ORA) at https://ocean-read-atlas.mio.osupytheas.fr/ that can answer queries against the entire Tara Oceans dataset in real-time. kmindex is open-source software available at https://github.com/tlemane/kmindex.

INTRODUCTION

Public genomic datasets are growing at an exponential rate (7). Their content is without a doubt one of the most valuable treasures we have at our disposal for making groundbreaking discoveries in biological domains such as agronomy, ecology, and health (9). Unfortunately, despite being publicly available in repositories such as the Sequence Read Archive (13), these resources are rarely ever reused because there is no efficient way to query their data globally. Recent years have seen many developments in search engines that can perform queries on terabyte or petabyte-sized datasets. See (16) and (5), for a review of the existing data structures.

Genomic indexing tools all adopt a similar framework. Given a database composed of genomic samples, they create an index able to associate each k-mer (word of fixed length k) that occurs in at least one of the input samples to all the samples in which it occurs. At query time, the number of k-mers shared between a queried sequence q and all the indexed samples serves as a proxy for reporting significant hits. Despite the apparent simplicity of the approach, its design is far from simple. The difficulty comes from the volume of k-mers to be indexed, which is in the order of thousands of billions, across thousands of samples.

The computational challenge is immense, as it consists in first extracting all k-mers to be indexed from sequencing samples (filtered, to partly remove erroneous k-mers), and then building a large associative data structure. The first step is based on k-mer counting and has received much attention in the last few years, resulting in very efficient solutions such as KMCompact (14). The second step can either use exact or approximate data structures. Exact data structures are used in tools such as MetaGraph (12), BiFrost (11),
or ggcat (6), and are well-suited to assembled genomes, transcriptomes, or gut microbial reads. However, as underlined by our results, these exact solutions cannot scale to more complex datasets e.g. environmental metagenomics reads, in particular as we show next for the sequencing of seawater.

In order to scale to large and complex datasets, several methods are based on inexact data structures called AMQs for “Approximate Membership Queries”, the Bloom filter (4) being one of the most famous. They typically have false positives, i.e. some k-mers are wrongly associated to some samples, and such k-mers may not even exist anywhere in the indexed data. Yet Bloom filters offer the advantage to index billions of k-mers from a sample using only a few dozen of gigabytes of space. This was exploited by tools as COBS (3), SBT (20), latter improved by HowDeSBT (10), and more recently by MetaProFi (21). However, when scaling to large and complex datasets, these tools have significant limitations such as prohibitive disk usage, memory usage, computation time (either indexing time or query time), and high false positive rate. Usually, tools suffer from a combination of two or more of the aforementioned limitations.

Given the apparent challenges in overcoming simultaneously all these limitations, one might conclude that no efficient approximate data indexing strategy could ever be designed. Yet in this work we present kmindex, a new tool that performs indexing in significantly less resources than previous approaches. kmindex can index thousands of highly complex sequencing datasets, including environmental metagenomes such as seawater, which contain thousands of billions of distinct k-mers. kmindex leverages the highly efficient k-mer counter and k-mer filtration processes of our previous tool kmtricks (15), kmindex then indexes k-mers using Bloom filters. Capitalizing on recent results for lowering the false positive rate of approximate data structures (findere (18)), kmindex provides results with negligible false positive (FP) rates, approximately three orders of magnitude smaller than those obtained by coexisting tools with no impact on disk or computation time. On our tests, the final index size on disk is roughly 10 to 13% of the input gzipped fastq size with FP rates below 0.01%. Terabytes of complex metagenomic raw data can be indexed in a matter of hours. kmindex does not need to load the index in RAM to answer queries. Yet, when the indexes are stored on local SSD hard drives, query execution is instant and millions of short sequences such as reads can be queried in a minute. Also, kmindex provides a way to dynamically append new datasets to an existing index. This is critical for the useability of an index, even though most other indexing algorithms do not support it.

We developed an API, a command line interface, and a web server that can all be invoked to perform queries. Thus kmindex can be used to build a local private genomic search engine preserving data confidentiality. It can also be used as a public server, easily interacting with visualization tools as shown in this manuscript.

The technical novelties presented in this paper focus on the query model, which has been carefully designed to maximize query throughput by minimizing both cache misses and I/O operations. As a result, kmindex can perform well across a range of contexts: real-time queries of short individual sequences, and large queries consisting of millions of sequences, as presented in our benchmark results.

Results presented in this paper show that kmindex outperforms other methods dedicated to raw data indexing in terms of resources by using less memory and disk, by being several orders of magnitude faster to build and query, and by being more scalable. No other method could index the largest dataset tested in this work, with the exception of MetaProFi which requires 10x more time for indexing, 100x more time for queries, and 50x more disk space for achieving the same result quality as kmindex.

To showcase the features of kmindex on a dataset of high biological interest, we introduce a web server named “Ocean Read Atlas” (ORA) available at this URL: https://ocean-read-atlas.mio.osupytheas.fr/. ORA allows query one or several sequences across all of the Tara Oceans metagenomic raw datasets (22). Query results can be downloaded and an interface enables the visualization of the results on a geographic map. Furthermore, because each indexed sample is linked to a variety of environmental variables collected during the circumnavigation campaign (56 distinct measures, including pH, temperature, salinity, and so on), the interface allows users to see how the queries are related to those variables using bubble plots. In addition to demonstrating the capabilities of kmindex, ORA is the first web server capable of performing instant searches on such a large and complex dataset. It provides new perspectives on the deep exploitation of Tara oceans resources.

RESULTS

kmindex Features

kmindex, has the following features:

1. For each input dataset, k-mers are counted and filtered based on their abundance and on their co-occurrences in the various input datasets.

2. Bloom filter is built for each input dataset, storing the presence/absence of indexed k-mers. As explained in the Method section, in practice Bloom filters are inverted, avoiding cache misses at query time.

3. At query time, k-mers from queried sequences are grouped into batches, and Bloom filters are queried to determine the presence or absence of each k-mer in each input dataset.

4. A single command line enables the indexation of a collection of raw reads. When several distinct collections are indexed using kmindex, the resulting indexes can be registered into a single meta-index allowing users to easily query multiple indexes. This also offers the opportunity to dynamically update the index of a data collection. Moreover, where applicable (i.e. same k-mer size and Bloom filter size), compatible indexes can be merged, hence saving query time. Being able to add novel samples to an existing index is a mandatory feature when dealing with dynamic datasets, rarely offered by existing tools.
5. At query time, the kmindex design enables it to be used as a web server, using a command line interface, or via a Python API.

6. Depending on the user request, for each indexed sample, the answer to a query sequence can be either its ratio of k-mers shared or, more precisely, the positions where these shared k-mers occur. In the same spirit, when more than one sequence is queried, the answer for each indexed sample can be either a single average number of shared k-mers, or a value per input queried sequence.

7. Importantly, kmindex is highly documented and easy to use and install, supporting various package managers.

**Comparative results indexing 50 metagenomic seawater samples**

In this section, we evaluate the performance of kmindex together with state-of-the-art k-mer indexers MetaGraph (12), MetaProFi (21), and PAC (17).

Note that, even though MetaGraph can index k-mers, it is also intended to perform more complex tasks such as assigning additional information to each indexed k-mer or even for sequence-to-graph alignment. In the same spirit, MetaProFi is not limited to nucleotide indexing but can also index and query sequences over the amino-acid alphabet. Our method is restricted to nucleotide k-mer queries, which means the benchmarks we present are only relevant in this specific context.

Here we index raw metagenomic seawater sequencing data from 50 Tara Oceans samples, composed of 1.4TB of gzipped fastq files. Each sample is represented by several distinct fastq.gz read files (on average 2.5 files per sample). This dataset contains approximately 1,420 billion k-mers. Among them, approximately 394 billion are distinct, and 132 billion occur twice or more.

Table 1 shows that kmindex is the only tool able to index TB-sized datasets in less than three hours and with low memory needs. These results also show that kmindex is the only tool able to perform millions of queries on such a large database in a matter of dozens of seconds, with less than a GB of RAM.

All used command lines and links to publicly available datasets are provided in a companion GitHub website https://github.com/pierrepeterlongo/kmindex_benchmarks.

In situations involving large indexes and queries, various factors such as I/O operations or caching can impact performances. To account for these effects, we performed the benchmarks from a user’s perspective. As a result, all measurements are obtained using the command line tools with particular attention to caching effects. The reported values include input parsing, query execution, and output writing. The results presented in this section demonstrate the performance in a cold cache context (the most likely and also the least favorable). Results for other scenarios, e.g. warm cache, are available in Supplementary Materials.

Executions were performed on the GenOuest platform on a node with 64 cores (128 threads) Xeon 2.2 GHz (L1 = 48KB, L2 = 1.25MB, L3 = 48MB shared) with 900 GB of memory. All computations are performed on an xfs filesystem allowing 1052MB/s sequential reads, 473MB/s sequential writes, and 908MB/s random reads (throughput measurements are obtained using fio (2)). All tools were parameterized to use 32 threads.

Tested tool versions: kmindex version: 0.4.0, MetaGraph version: 0.3.6, PAC commit cee1b5c (as used in the original PAC paper), MetaProFi version 0.6.0 (associated to KMC3, version 3.2.2).

**Index construction results**

Indexes were constructed using $k = 28$. In the case of kmindex, which uses the findere approach, the 28-mers are emulated using $s$-mers of size $s = 23$. Indexing results are presented in Table 1.

We indicate the PAC results in this table even though we were unable to collect coherent results at query time. The replies to the queries were all empty, resulting in a 100% false negative rate.

MetaProFi cannot count and filter k-mers. This imposed the preliminary usage of KMC3 for removing k-mers with abundance one, considered as erroneous. This step is mandatory as 67% of the k-mers are unique in this dataset. Indexing them would more than double the final index size for achieving the same false positive rate, and would induce sensible noise at query time. However, we consider that the KMC3 outputs are temporary and are thus not considered for computing the overall output size on disk.

As MetaGraph needed more than the available amount of RAM (900GB), it could not finish the index creation. This highlights the fact that memory usage is a bottleneck for using MetaGraph on such complex data.

Overall, during this indexing step, kmindex exhibits better performance on all considered criteria. Importantly, compared to MetaGraph and to MetaProFi, kmindex is at least one order of magnitude faster. Finally, as PAC faces a bug at query time, apart from kmindex the only tool able to index such big and complex metagenomic datasets is MetaProFi. However, and as a side note, we recall that kmindex includes the findere approach that offers a drastic reduction of the false-positive rate at query time (see next section for practical results). For obtaining false-positive rates similar to those offered by kmindex, the final index size of MetaProFi, which does not use findere, would be $\approx 35$ times larger, thus requiring nearly 8TB only for storing the index. See (18) for details about the findere approach.

The two next sections give results about the performances at query time, either in terms of false positive rates or in terms of resources needed. Unfortunately, as mentioned earlier, PAC faces a bug at query time. Thus, the quality of its results can not be assessed. However, as we believe that this issue could be fixed by PAC authors, we still indicated its results in terms of computational needs. Also, we were unable to test queries using MetaGraph because the indexing phase had not been completed.

**Query results: false positive rate**

kmindex, PAC, and MetaProFi use “approximate membership query” (AMQ) data structures for indexing k-mers. This offers higher scalability at the price of the existence of False Positive (FP) calls at query time. In order to test the FP rate, we generated a random sequence (25%
chance of each nucleotide at each position, \( \approx 50\% \) GC) of size 10,000. We used it for querying the index of the 50 Tara Oceans samples, successively querying the 9,973 (10,000-28+1) overlapping 28-mers of the query sequence. Note that we do not have a way to assess if each queried random \( k \)-mer occurs in the indexed set or not. Thus it may appear by chance (with a probability \( 2 \times 10^{-6} \)) that such a random \( k \)-mer indeed occurs in the set. Hence the False Positive rate reported in this section is an upper bound. This detail does not impact the conclusions offered by the results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Wall clock time</th>
<th>Max Memory (GB)</th>
<th>Max temp. disk (GB)</th>
<th>Output size on disk (GB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MetaGraph</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build</td>
<td>23h30</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>2634</td>
<td>442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary contigs</td>
<td>22h56</td>
<td>727</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Graph Primary</strong></td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>&gt;900</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>NA (&gt;60h)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MetaProFi</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM3 count</td>
<td>3h44</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>1019</td>
<td>1019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM3 dump</td>
<td>18h11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5684</td>
<td>5684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MetaProFi</td>
<td>8h20</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>30h15</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>5684</td>
<td>5684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PAC</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>15h59</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>191 + 1415( ^{3} )</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>kmindex</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>2h56</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>878</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparing kmindex indexing performances to those from MetaGraph, MetaProFi and PAC. The indexed dataset is composed of 50 Tara Oceans metagenomes datasets (total size 1.4TB). “Wall clock time” corresponds to the user time. “Max temp. disk” indicates the maximal disk used at runtime, this can be a temporary usage as for kmindex. “Output size on disk” indicates the size of the created files (the final indexes but also the size of intermediate results in the case of MetaGraph and MetaProFi). kmindex and PAC can be run with a single command line, here resumed in the “All” step.

Table 2. False positive rates (%). Indexed: 50 Tara Oceans samples. Queried: \( k \)-mers \((k = 28)\) from a random sequence of size 10k nucleotides. For each sample, each tool provides the ratio of the queried \( k \)-mers reported as indexed. kmindex indexed words of length 23 and queried 28-mers using the findere approach. MetaProFi indexed \( k \)-mers of length 28.

Table 2 shows that kmindex provides query answers with negligible false positive calls. In kmindex results, among the 50 answers (one per indexed sample) the average FP rate is 0.006% and its highest false positive rate is \( \approx 0.18\% \). 18 \( k \)-mers among the 9,973 queried 28-mers being FPs. With the same size of Bloom filters (and so roughly the same order of magnitude size of the final index), MetaProFi cannot achieve similar quality results. Over the 50 answers, its average FP rate is 11.18% and is three orders of magnitude higher than the kmindex FP rate. This renders the MetaProFi downstream analyses difficult to exploit and trust.

Query results: time and memory performance

In this section, we tested the scalability performances while querying the index with a growing number of short queries. For creating the queries, among the 50 Tara Oceans samples, we selected randomly and uniformly from one read to ten million reads that were then used as query sequences.

Results are presented in Table 3. Despite providing only negative answers, we indicate the PAC performances. These results show that kmindex outperforms MetaProFi and PAC, both in terms of memory resources and computation time, again with several orders of magnitude.

In particular, these results demonstrate that kmindex, which can query millions of reads in a matter of four to five minutes, can be used to compare separately each read from a full read set to all data indexed in large projects, such as Tara Oceans. This opens the doors to novel usages for analyzing raw read sets as queries, such as determining the diversity of a complex queried read set or for clustering reads based on their similarity to each indexed dataset.

Notably, as shown in Supplementary Materials, kmindex disposes from a so-called “fast-mode”, that uses more RAM (depending on the memory pressure) and achieves even faster queries. For instance, the 10 million reads can be queried in 1m33 instead of 4m21, using \( \approx 194G \) of RAM instead of \( \approx 47G \).

Furthermore, these results demonstrate that kmindex can query instantaneously (less than one-tenth of a second) a sequence over an index as the one indexing large and complex metagenomic seawater datasets. This offers the possibility to provide public servers querying in real-time such large datasets, as presented in the following section.

Ocean Gene Atlas web server example

Thanks to these novel possibilities offered by kmindex, we built and made available a public web interface able to perform queries on a dataset composed of 1,393 samples (distinct locations and distinct fraction sizes) of the Tara Oceans project (22). These samples are divided into six distinct groups, determined by the size fraction of the sequenced species. Based on this clustering we built six distinct indexes (all with the same parameters). At query time, as all the six indexes are registered in a unique meta-index, the whole set of samples is queried. A description of the dataset is available in Table 4. The size of the final uncompressed index is approximately 13% of the size of the raw fastq.gz files, which is 36.7 TB.

This interface is built upon the so-called kmindex-server module. The user can use one or...
more sequences to query the index and determine the similarity of each sequence to the 1,393 indexed samples. A world map depicts the resulting biogeography, as well as the environmental parameters associated with the sequences. Finally, results can be downloaded in the form of tables or under several image formats.

For reasons of robustness and continuity of service, the index is deployed on a networked and redundant filesystem with lower performance than the benchmark environment. As a result, the query times are higher although suitable for this type of service.

This server, named “Ocean Read Atlas” (ORA), whose representation is provided in Figure 1, extends the “Ocean Gene Atlas” server (OGA) (23, 24) that is able to query assembled genes from Tara Oceans (22) and Malaspina (1).

Details about indexed read sets, and more information about the server architecture and setup are provided in Supplementary Materials.

We believe this server will be of great importance to the Tara Oceans consortium as a whole, and more broadly to anybody interested in marine genetic data.

**METHODS**

**Overview**

Conceptually, the presence of each indexed k-mer is stored in one Bloom filter per input read set. At query time, the existence of each k-mer of the query is provided by the Bloom filters. The k-mer counting and filtering processes used for creating the Bloom filters are adapted from kmtricks modules (15) and are not recalled in this manuscript.

The main kmindex conceptual novelties are how Bloom filters are represented and organized in memory, and how queries are performed, as described in the next sections.
Importantly, $k$-mers are processed according to their sorted hash values during indexing and querying processes. As so, cache misses are significantly minimized when feeding or reading a Bloom filter, hence loading the entire indexed collection in memory is not needed. This results in orders of magnitude faster indexing, and query, and lower memory usage than other $k$-mer indexing tools.

In addition to these features, the query process employs the findere\(^\text{(18)}\) approach, which allows for an embarrassingly parallel indexed Bloom filter false positive rate, slightly faster query execution, and no impact on disk or RAM usage.

**Index construction**

The index construction is entirely delegated to kmtricks, which allows partitioned construction of one-hash Bloom filter matrices. Each sub-matrix indexes a subset of $k$-mers matching a specific set of minimizers. As represented in Figure 2 (right), the resulting index consists of $P$ distinct matrices (with $P$ being the number of partitions, equal to 3 in the figure). In order to save indexing and query time, the index is “inverted”; given a $k$-mer, the $N$ bits indicating its presence/absence in the $N$ indexed datasets are consecutive in the index. This allows for fast queries across numerous datasets. Hence, in practice, in a matrix, each row is a bit vector representing the presence or absence of a hash value in each indexed sample. Note that the rows are not packed to save for writing and for reading, and it offers the possibility to dynamically add new datasets to an index.

**Index query**

The query process is also sketched in Figure 2. Batch processing is used for queries. This allows maximum throughput while maintaining control over memory usage. The user can specify the batch size and the maximum number of parallel batches accordingly to the system’s capabilities. The resolution of a batch proceeds as follows.

1. **Bucketing.** The index is organized by partition, each corresponding to a set of minimizers. The first step consists in splitting query sequences into $k$-mers, which are then hashed and inserted into the right partition according to their minimizers. Each $k$-mer partition of the batch can then be solved by querying the corresponding index partition.

2. **Sorting.** Each partition is sorted to enable its resolution in a single sequential pass on the corresponding index partition.

3. **$k$-mer level resolution.** Querying a specific $k$-mer consists in fetching the row that corresponds to its hash value in the index to retrieve the bit vector corresponding to its presence or absence in each sample. For each query, the response vectors are aggregated by summation, resulting in an integer vector that represents the number of positive hits in each indexed sample.

Obtaining the response vector for each $k$-mer is the current bottleneck of our method because of I/O operations. For this reason, instead of loading the index into memory, index partitions are read through memory-mapped files. This allows reading only the parts of the index that are relevant to the batch resolution, which is particularly beneficial in the case of small queries.
The memory-mapped files can be managed in two different ways: **Normal mode:** Each batch manages its own mappings of index partitions. The mapping of a partition is closed as soon as all k-mer belonging to the partition is resolved. The cached pages are then marked as available for eviction, resulting in lower memory usage (see Supplementary Materials). **Fast mode:** All batches share the same mappings. This way, a larger number of pages are kept in the cache when conditions are favorable, i.e. without memory pressure, avoiding possible new I/O operations when solving the remaining batches. The memory usage may therefore seem high due to important page caching, up to the size of the index in the context of large query sets. Note that both modes require the same amount of memory, the other part of the memory usage corresponds only to page caching which is automatically managed by the kernel. In other words, under memory pressure, both modes show the same memory usage.

4. Sequence level resolution. Finally, a result file is generated in either json or tsv format depending on the user’s choice. Query results are filtrated based on the threshold specified by the user. The user can also request the distribution of hits along the query sequences, represented as a binary vector.

**DISCUSSION**

**Additional features**

One of the additional features of kmindex is that it has no limit regarding the k value used during indexing. This provides greater flexibility and customization for users.

Another key feature of kmindex is its index merging and index registering capabilities. Users can add new samples to an existing index in two different ways. A novel and independent index can be registered with a previous one. In this case, at query time, each registered index is queried independently. This also gives the user the option to query only a subset of the registered indexes. Alternatively, users can extend an existing index, and the parameters of the previous index (such as the ad-hoc hash function or the Bloom filter sizes) are automatically reused. This second choice is less flexible, but it provides better performances at query time as fewer data structures are interrogated (see results presented in Supplementary Materials). The first choice is well adapted when indexing sets of samples with distinct characteristics such as their size of variability.

Convenient k-mer filtration is also included as a feature in kmindex. This feature is based on the kmtricks results (15). It enables the filtration of erroneous k-mers, not only relying on their abundance in a dataset but also thanks to their co-abundances in all indexed datasets. To the best of our knowledge, this feature cannot be proposed by any other indexing tool.

Query results with kmindex can be shown with various degrees of precision. For each indexed sample and given a set of queried sequences, users can obtain the average similarity of all queried sequences or they can obtain a similarity value per queried sequence. Finally, kmindex can provide a result format showing per position of each queried sequence if the k-mer occurring at this position is indexed or not. This enables highlighting some regions of interest among the queried sequences.

The results presented in this manuscript involve metagenomic datasets. However, it is worth mentioning that kmindex is technically adapted for indexing any kind of dataset represented using the nucleic alphabet, including barcodes and metatranscriptomics.

Finally, kmindex is designed to be flexible and accessible to users. Once indexes are built thanks to a command-line interface (CLI), queries can be performed also via a CLI, via an API, or as an HTTP server. This gives users multiple options for interacting with the software, making it easier to integrate into their workflows.

**Main limitations and future work**

As mentioned earlier, kmindex does not compress the created Bloom filters, this ensures, among others, extremely fast queries. However, this means that the size of the index grows linearly with the number of samples it contains. This feature is limiting in terms of storage capacity, especially for datasets containing orders of magnitude more complex samples than tested here (say, hundreds of thousands).

A limitation of kmindex is that its current scope does not include association with third-party information such as variants or genes. However, similar to what is proposed in the context of estimating transcript expression by the Needle tool (8), in the near future, kmindex will integrate the fimpera approach (19) to estimate the abundance of each k-mer in each indexed sample, using counting Bloom filters.

**CONCLUSION**

We propose kmindex, a tool for creating k-mer indexes from terabyte-sized raw sequencing datasets. It is the only tool able to index highly complex data such as thousands of seawater metagenomic samples, and it is the only tool able to provide instant query answers, with a non-null but negligible false positive rate, below 0.01% in our tests.

Practical features offered by kmindex also include 1/ a user-friendly interface for creating indexes through a unique and simple command line, 2/ the kmindex tool is easy to install via Conda, docker, nix, or portable binary releases in addition to the installation from sources. The kmindex repository is highly documented.

We believe that by its performance and its usage simplicity, kmindex makes indexing k-mers from large and complex genomic projects practically possible for the first time. Future work includes the compression of the provided indexes, the ability to store each indexed k-mer with its abundance in each dataset, as well as with third-party pieces of information such as known variants, or annotations.

The optimized performance of kmindex opens up a new channel for leveraging genetic data, removing the obstacles that often isolate studies from each other. The Ocean Read Atlas that we propose is a forerunner in this significant breakthrough. Furthermore, this instance provides a remarkable new tool to fully utilize the wealth of data provided by the Tara Oceans project.
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